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Enterprise-class Clinical Communications
For iOS and Android Devices 

Vocera offers a comprehensive portfolio of integrated, intelligent solutions to improve 
communication and workflow for today’s mobile, mission-critical workers, enabling them 
to securely and instantly connect with the right person, group, or information. Vocera® 

Collaboration Suite creates a seamless user experience, combining the unique voice calling, 

texting, notification, content distribution, and sharing capabilities of Vocera into one, secure, 

and easy-to-use smartphone application.

Instantly connecting care teams inside or outside the healthcare facility improves staff 
productivity, patient safety, and the overall care experience. Vocera offers a choice of end-user 
devices to ensure the continuous flow of critical communications. For those clinicians who rely 
on smart devices, Vocera Collaboration Suite offers the convenience of voice technology with 
the security to text critical data, and the functionality to integrate with key clinical systems. 

Vocera Collaboration Suite includes:

• Support for shared and personal iPhone®, Apple Watch®, and Android™ devices 

• Functionality inside or outside the hospital over Wi-Fi or cellular networks

• Ability to forward messages to covering team members

• Ability to switch between the smartphone application and the Vocera Badge when hands-
free communication is needed, and access via web console

• Secure and auditable delivery and response reporting for alerts and texts

• Active Directory authentication

• View and interact with Vocera contacts across multiple sites and manage personal favorites 
lists of users, groups, and global address book entries 

• Calling and secure texting decisions based on a user’s presence and availability

• Management of critical alarms and messages delivery through on-call scheduling

• Enhanced workflow from both inside and outside the hospital using multiple calling options 
including voice commands or select-to-connect

• Deliver content such as documents, spreadsheets, video, audio files, and images securely  
to devices to ensure critical information is at everyone’s fingertips

Vocera Collaboration Suite 

Send Secure Messages Search for Contacts Reply to Conversations 
and View Critical Images

“We chose Vocera 
Collaboration Suite because 
we believe it will improve care 
team collaboration at Reading 
Hospital, which will in turn 
improve the patient 
experience by connecting 
people and information 
through secure, integrated, 
intelligent communication, 
regardless of where care staff 
members are located.”

Eileen Tennity, Project Manager for 
Reading Health System
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Voice Calls: 

Vocera enables calling capabilities to instantly connect mobile workers with the right person 
simply by saying the name, function, or group name of who they want to reach, often while 
remaining at the point-of-care. The Vocera System includes an optimized speech recognition 
engine which responds to over 100 voice commands. Additionally, Vocera controls the calling 
functions of Vocera devices and mobile client devices while maintaining profiles for users and 
groups enabling customization of workflow patterns for each customer. The scalable soft-
ware platform can support multiple geographic sites and multiple facilities within a healthcare 
system to help clinicians stay connected to the latest status of their patients. In addition to 
the primary system server, the software platform includes SIP telephony software to interface 
with customers’ existing phone systems, a report server, device management, and diagnostic 
reporting tools.

Secure Texting and Alarm Delivery: 

Vocera secure texting applications provide immediate notification and two-way instant 
messaging functionality with secure and auditable delivery and response reporting. Vocera 
delivers clinical alarms to smartphones and Vocera Badges and fully integrates with hospital 
clinical systems. Vocera also allows for cross-platform, smartphone-to-smartphone secure 
instant messaging.

On-Call Scheduling: 

Vocera on-call scheduling provides organizations with an easy-to-use, easy-to-manage 
scheduling platform. Authorized users can create on-call schedules with daily, weekly, or 
monthly rotations. Once published, the schedule automatically manages the on-call status of 
participants in the assigned distribution list, providing customers with a seamless and intuitive 
mobile experience.

EHR Mobile App Integration: 

With EHR mobile app integration, users can seamlessly access Vocera calling and secure 
texting capabilities from within popular mobile EHR applications. Users select a care team 
member’s name from the EHR app, utilize Vocera Collaboration Suite features as needed, and 
easily return to the EHR app when finished.
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For More Information Visit 
www.vocera.com,
email info@vocera.com, or tele-
phone 1-888-9-VOCERA.

Vocera System Requirements

• Vocera 4.4.3 and Secure Messaging 
server 5.2

• SIP Telephony Gateway installed and 
configured

• Client Gateway installed and configured

• 802.11 a/b/g/n wireless network (wireless 
standards support varies based  
on the device)

• Reverse proxy server or similar technology 
to enable connectivity when outside Wi-Fi

Device Requirements

• GSM or CDMA cellular network

• Client iOS 9.0.1 and higher

• Apple Watch

• iPhone models supported

 – Apple iPhone 5, 5S, 5C, 6, 6 Plus,  
6S, 6S Plus

• iPod models supported:

 – 5th generation and higher 
• iPad® models supported

 – Apple iPad Wi-Fi (2nd generation  
and higher)

 – Apple iPad Wi-Fi + 3G  
(2nd generation and higher) 

 – Apple iPad mini Wi-Fi
 – Apple iPad mini Wi-Fi + 3G

• Android OS 4.4 and higher

• Zebra MC40-HC Rev C Android OS 4.4.4 

“Before we engaged with 
Vocera, we thought our 
only option was to cobble 
together several different 
vendors’ products to 
achieve our goals of 
improving communication 
and patient experience 
across the continuum of 
care. We discovered we 
only needed the Vocera 
Communication Platform to 
unify our efforts and make 
care team collaboration 
faster, easier, and more 
meaningful,” 

Bill Laker, SVP of Information 
Services and CIO of Franciscan 
Alliance. 


